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About This Game

Maiden, born on the field of bloody battle, beautiful and cruel waiting for you, oh hero. You have a unique chance - to feel
yourself in the place of the heroes Helga and Volund, and to get to know these woman warriors closer, those who are allowed to

decide who to live and who to die.

The game is a classic puzzle. You have to go through all ten stages, as well as three levels of difficulty, in which pleasant
surprises await you ;-)

- Puzzle Game

- Artworks

- Nice music

- Steam achievements

Keyboard H: Complete Level
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Title: Nyasha Valkyrie
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Zloy Krot Studio
Publisher:
IR Studio
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2 GHz or faster

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: 1 Gb

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Full review at: https://thegamehoard.com/2019/02/14/a-look-at-the-latest-dont-make-love-pc/

Don’t Make Love is an interesting experiment in text parsing presented through the unusual coat of paint that is two praying
mantises talking about the risks and rewards of mating. It is quite the strange idea to be sure, but the actual content isn’t as
involved as one might hope. The player has the freedom to enter whatever responses they wish in a text box, but the mantis
they’re speaking to struggles to respond meaningfully and tries to stick to the script rather than convincingly reply to all but the
simplest of inputs. It’s not really hard to push for the outcome you’re looking for save when the game completely messes up and
misinterprets your intent, and the writing, while somewhat decent, isn’t really able to shine since it’s trying to weakly involve you
in the conversation. A single playthrough isn’t too exciting, and trying to see other results just pulls back the curtain to reveal
how rigid the conversation’s path truly is.

Don’t Make Love is, to put it simply, just a curiosity. The story of two mantises discussing love and the openness of your inputs
are meant to draw you in with their concepts, but underneath all that is just a struggling text parser supplemented by some cute
mantis images. Your involvement is there mostly to encourage your mate’s continued monologuing, and besides the ultimate
conclusion, you won’t have too much an impact on it save for outbursts that just lead to brief diversions or an instant break up.
Capturing the complex intimacy of the subject and the additional gravity caused by the potential death of the male was going to
be difficult to do well even in a game with more going for it, but the topic just isn’t really made more interesting through the
player’s typed inputs, meaning that what work was put in stumbles to accommodate it or just outright ignores it.. its good but its
need a chapter 4 and even this game a eye pod same as iphone lol. Really fun little roguelike. I enjoyed it so much I bought it on
Android to play on the move, which is actually where I've spent most of my time playing. It's just the right level of 'deep' to be
fun without being overwhelming.. You should only get this in nice bundle with big discount... It's just some new flesh to be
shoot.... Excellent, if like me you are a fan of airships. Really gives a sense of scale that you could only get in VR (or the real
thing). Obviously early access with some low res placeholder graphics. I hope the dev sells enough to bring it up to full potential
with full res graphics throughout and scenery you can fly over. But it was well worth the money to me as is.. This game is cool,
there are rooms for improvements...
Also idk what happened, but this game killed my GTX760, it's the only game that crashed my pc and shows up artifacts.
I mean I play some graphic demanding games before I download this, all is good, and after I get this game, my pc crashed and
sometimes shows black dots before crashing.. Cribs pretty hard from Dark souls without any of the impetus for fighting.
Killing mobs gets you nothing but an opportunity to change weapons.
Expansive world that somehow feels pointless.
The story is mostly delivered through npc text boxes and is very generic.
Sound cues happen simultaneously and overlap each other.
This could be good with a bunch of work..

https:\/\/youtu.be\/TVNwJuQNUl0. Great game love the graphics but after the new update the game just crashes when I try to
load it up. I fully feel that this will be a game anyone will enjoy. with that being said please fix the issue from this past update I
can not wait to start playin again
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Literally the same game with nothing changed amazingly shameless Rebellion.. It is very hard. IT'S A GOOD GAME BUT THE
ANIMATRONICS DON'T HAVE NAMES!. Best game ever ! ! !. This train sound funny, accelerate like a god and looks
funky! I love this train very good DLC!. If you like Time Mangement\/Tycoon games this is a good one,. The game is really fun
and interactive! I would recommend my friends to buy it.
Since it is in alpha, I think this game will become bigger and we will be able to have a lot of fun!
. Fun and easy plane to fly, nice crop dusting effects, unfortunately the Steam Edition DLC doesn't include the scenery and
missions included in the download version at the same price.

Artbook 18+ is now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1080510/Nyasha_Valkyrie__Artbook_18/?beta=1. Hentai DLC is now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1071210/Hentai_DLC_for_Nyasha_Valkyrie/
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